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REMOTE EMPLOYEES: Insecure passwords. (Use as a passphrase). Personal use browsing/shopping
on work computer (separate personal and work accounts). Employees forget to restart computers
everyday so security updates will take effect. Lack of Remote Work Contingency Policy Review.
PHISHING ATTACKS: 90% employee error by clicking links and opening attachments from
unknowns and fake emails. Lack of effective communication by leadership on policy, and critical
Training to combat social engineering and phishing.
SOCIAL ENGINEERING: Employees, especially executives and accounting staff, are targeted through
email, social media, phone, text, tailgating. Lack of employee training, testing and communication.
Need of a Cyber expert, vCISO partner, to help identify network weaknesses with remote vulnerability scans.
CYBER ATTACKS: Ransomware, Malware, ATO Account Take Over, Man-in-the-middle attack, APT
Advanced Persistent Threat. Need of a partner for Endpoint MDR, Incident Response and digital
forensics to quickly and effectively respond to cyber attacks.
SERVER/NETWORK: Out of date software, not using secure Cloud Storage, Local storage use.
Insecure Passwords of Employees, Routers, printers, too many insecure admin accounts. Insecure
remote access and end points, open VPNs and RDP (3 million internet-exposed RDP ports reported
before the shift to work from home [Stephen Cobb]). Insecure Passwords of Employees, Routers,
printers, too many insecure admin accounts. Endpoint MDR, Incident Response and digital forensics
to quickly and effectively respond to cyber attacks 24/7/365 to detect and defend against malicious
attacks from multiple endpoint intrusions.

8 TELE-CYBER PROGRAMS BY ABACODE
TO GET YOUR ORGANIZATION SECURED NOW!
24 / 7 / 365 Endpoint MDR

Digital Forensics Incident Response - Day One

Remote Cyber Risk Assessment

Targeted Phishing Campaigns

Remote Work Contingency Policy Review

Automated External Network Scans

Remote vCISO Consultation

External Technical Penetration Testing

A robust cybersecurity program has become a condition of doing business
as clients, vendors, suppliers and industry regulations are driving compliance.
Abacode can help with a proactive approach & process designed to reduce
complexity, vendor fatigue and knowledge gaps that may exist in your
organization. Visit us online or call to learn more about Abacode Services.

www.abacode.com

+1 (866) 596-9020
insight@abacode.com

